
Testing guide
Let’s discover together the 0.28 alpha version of Decidim!

What are the objectives of the event?
Our objectives for this event are to hunt out mainly design bugs and UX/UI
inconsistencies of this alpha release before Decidim 0.28 is released as a stable version. If
you find other bugs during the review, please report them as well so we can check them!

How much time do we have to do this?
The event will be 2 hours long and will be divided into the following sections:

● 10 minutes - Quick presentation of the event, participants and testing guides ;
● 90 minutes - Bug hunting ;
● 20 minutes - General feedback about the new design.

What do I need to test?
You can find the spaces you need to test in the second page of this document:

Participants registered
Each participant has been assigned a Decidim space (process, assembly, etc.) to test.
Once you’re assigned a space, click on the link of the space and start testing!

Don’t forget to test the design in desktop and mobile versions!

Where can I perform testing?
To start testing, go to the dedicated Decidim installation : https://alpha.try.decidim.org/.
Create an account, and confirm your email address with the letter_opener page :
https://alpha.try.decidim.org/letter_opener. You can then finalize the creation of your account
by clicking on the link contained in the account confirmation email associated with your email
address.

Where do I report bugs and inconsistencies?
We created a dedicated GitHub project : https://github.com/orgs/decidim/projects/16/.
You’ll be able to create draft issues, following these steps:

1. Click on an empty row to create a new draft and type the title.
2. Write the bug report by copying and pasting this template:

https://gist.github.com/carolromero/a2155a0c92f099699c86c5e33d46991f.
3. Fill in the following fields:

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1uURc8GzEG9Yru6p1wOpUJTDTJIM2yaB6Wf_bqrEJ21E/edit?usp=sharing
https://alpha.try.decidim.org/
https://alpha.try.decidim.org/letter_opener
https://github.com/orgs/decidim/projects/16/
https://gist.github.com/carolromero/a2155a0c92f099699c86c5e33d46991f


○ Type of feedback
■ 🖌 Design: use this label to report any design flaw you encounter in

the user interface.
■ 😃 UX: use this label if you identify usability problems while doing a

task.
■ 🆎 Copy: use this label if you find any text errors or typos.
■ 🐛 Bug: use this label to report any other regular bug.

○ Reporter
■ Your GitHub username.

Where can I ask questions to the organizers?
Facilitators will be connected to the videoconference, and available by chat on the Release
party Element channel. If you don’t find your answer here, please ask us directly!

Why can’t I access the back-end?
In each of those spaces, components are enabled, with different configurations.
We already designed the alphatry platform to enable every possible configuration in every
possible space.

https://matrix.to/#/#Release-parties:matrix.org
https://matrix.to/#/#Release-parties:matrix.org

